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Getting big data right is hard.  Koverse makes it easier. 

Koverse separates signal from noise for data-driven organizations.  We deliver meaningful insights critical for  
organizations to increase effectiveness in every aspect of business.   

The Koverse platform consolidates the elements required to turn big data into actionable insight: 

 

Collect any data from any source with Universal Ingest. 

Collecting data from an increasing number of sources is challenging at best.  Traditionally organizations 
needed to build or buy individual connectors and go through the lengthy process of normalization.  Koverse 
Universal Ingest simplifies and speeds the process of collection.  The Koverse platform reduces the time re-
quired to ingest and use new and changed data from weeks to hours. Universal Ingest connects to any data 
source, private or public. Ingest is schema free, eliminating the cost and overhead of ETL tools. 

 

Analyze unified data sets using Adaptive Workflow and embedded analytics for immediate insight.  

Using embedded analytics Koverse pre-computes most queries and makes results, and the insights they 
include, available to the people or applications that need them, when they need them. The Koverse platform 
uses Adaptive Workflows to unify disparate data sets.  Adaptive Workflows have considerable flexibility, al-
lowing organizations to change processing approach in response to changes in data or business need.  Once 
changed reprocessing takes less than a day. 

 

Act on information using interactive data exploration and discovery. 

Creating action from data requires speed and agility.  It’s all about getting the right information to the 
right people when they need it.  Interactive discovery in Koverse delivers sub-second results, using a combi-
nation of schema-less and schema-based queries.  Fine grained access control ensures the right people see 
the right information.  

 

Data-driven organizations look to Koverse to help them solve their pressing big data challenges because Ko-
verse eliminates the need to acquire and integrate multiple open source and commercial products.  To learn 
more visit www.koverse.com , send mail to info@kovese.com or connect with us at one of the following: 

 

                     @Koverse                                             +KoverseInc        company/koverse 
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